




Regarding sick units, if some matter is brought to 
my notice, I will certainly examine that or my colleague . 
or the Government will examine that.

The other query raised by my hon. friend is about 
the prevalence of some other schemes in some 
organisations. The Government has gone thoroughly 
into the various other alternative schemes of other 
organisations. After thorough examination, we have 
found that they are not comparable to our Scheme. If 
the hon. Member has some scheme in his mind, I am 
also open about that and we can also discuss those 
schemes.

SHRI MADHUKAR SARPOTDAR : Respected 
Deputy-Speaker, Sir, while giving the answer to the 
p a rticu la r question  about the ESI schem e, the 
concerned Minister has replied saying that in order to 
improve the quality of ESI medical care, the ESI 
Corporation has decided to enhance the ceiling on 
expenditure on medical care from Rs. 410 to Rs. 500. 
My simple question is : What is the present price 
structure of all these medicines? If a person goes to a 
doctor and if he only gets the prescription after having 
himself medically examined, in that case, he is charged 
Rs. 100. If you visit and see the condition of the ESI 
hospitals in Maharashtra, you will find that it te very 
horrible. Workers do not get any facility at all. They go 
there only to obtain a certificate to remain absent from 
the factories. Beyond that there is no other medical 
fa c ility  p rov ided  to the w orkm en. Under such 
circumstances, eventually, after the discussions with 
trade unions about the various settlements, they have 
made provision for the medical facilities to the workmen. 
In view of the fact that those settlements and agreements 
are prevailing, the enhancement limit is unnecessary 
and it will not help the working class at all. Before 
taking this decision, the Minister should have discussion 
with the Central Trade Union and also with other 
members. My question is, whether the concerned 
Minister has visited any hospital of the ESIC. Then only 

I they have to decide about the enhancement.

SHRI NIRMAL KANTI CHATTERJEE : As also about 
the strengthening of the peripheral services.

SHRI BALWANT SINGH RAMOOWALIA : Sir, the 
hon. Member’s objection is that the Scheme was 
enhanced, which was not required. May I request, 
through you, to the House that let us see to it. Suppose, 
somebody was drawing Rs. 3,000 on 31st December, 

j a cut-off date, he gets Rs. 3,100...(Interruptions)

SHRI V.V. RAGHAVAN : The Question is about 
medical facilities and not about the Scheme.

SHRI BALWANT SINGH RAMOOWALIA : He has 
j mentioned to that also. Let me make it clear. After all,
| you are our hon. colleagues. Listen to me, please.

Suppose, he gets Rs. 100 more, then he goes out 
of the cover which is available for medical facilities.

That is why, after having constant discussion with the 
trade unions to ensure that viable and sustainable 
medical facilities are available and workers are not 
excluded, we have enhanced the amount.

Regarding the point of visiting certain hospitals 
before doing that, I would submit that we have certainly 
visited some hospitals and had discussions with th6 
trade unions. Then only we have decided to enhance 
the per capita availability of funds from Rs. 410 to 
Rs. 500.

Sir, through you, I want to inform the hon. Members...

SHRI MADHUKAR SARPOTDAR : If they are 
functioning better then he should mention the names of 
the hospitals he has visited.

SHRI BALWANT SINGH RAMOOWALIA : Sir, please 
give me the opportunity to speak.

There is no cap, and I repeat that there is no cap 
on the amount of expenditure incurred on the treatment 
of an insured person or any member of his family. We 
are also making super facilities available to many 
employees. If they are chronically ill, we have also 
indicated some hospitals, and they will be given better 
treatment. For this we may have to spend even Rs. 10 
lakh; what to speak of Rs. 500.

SHRI MADHUKAR SARPOTDAR : They are not 
having culture in the hospitals for years together. Has 
anybody examined it? What kind of a treatment the 
workmen are getting, are you aware of it?

SHRI BALWANT SINGH RAMOOWALIA : Yes, Sir. 
During the last three months, the Secretary, Labour 
and the Director-General, ESI have visited various 
States. They had discussions with those States. So, 
after having deep and thorough discussions, we have 
come to this conclusion.

SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : Mr. Deputy-Speaker, 
Sir, the building of the ESI hospital at Durgapur had 
been completed two years back but the hospital has 
not yet started functioning.

May I know from the hon. Minister that when will 
that ESI hospital at Durgapur the building of which has 
already been completed, start functioning? Also may I 
know how many non-functional ESI hospitals are there 
in the State of West Bengal?

SHRI BALWANT SINGH RAMOOWALIA ; Sir, the 
delay in the completion of the building was the reason 
that we could not start it. The moment we get the 
certificate that the building is okay, we will start it 
functioning.

SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : The building is okay. 
Two years back, it was completed. Now, you are to start 
it functioning.

SHRI BALWANT SINGH RAMOOWALIA : I will look 
into it.



SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : Okay. Thank you very 
much.

[Translation]

SHRI RAM NAIK : Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I would 
like to know from the hon. Minister as to whether he 
feels that ESI is functioning efficiently and no other 
organisation can serve better than it. Would you go in 
for sample survey and know the reaction of the workers 
there to? Would you tell the names of trade unions 
which have given their consent for extending the time 
limit?

SHRI BALWANT SINGH RAMOOWALIA : As the 
issue of hon’ble member has mentioned the extension 
of ESI Scheme and inclusion of more people in it has 
been decided after conducting survey. Opinion of almost 
all the trade Unions have been sought. The Hon’ble 
member may tell me about the trade unions which 
were not consulted on this issue...(Interruptions)

SHRI RAM NAIK : Whether the trade unions which 
were consulted on this issue, have given their consent. 
If so, which are those trade unions?

SHRI BALWANT SINGH RAMOOWALIA : All the 
trade unions included in the Consultative Advisory Board 
of ESI have been consulted on it. Please tell me about 
trade unions which have been left out. We will seek 
their opinion in the matter.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : It is an im portant 
question. Unfortunately the Labour Minister is also not 
present here and many hon’ble Members want to know 
about it. It will be better if this is taken up during Half- 
an-Hour discussion.

[English]

SHRI PRADIP BHATTACHARYA : You are perfectly 
correct. It requires Half-an-Hour discussion. But the 
most important thing I would like to place before you is, 
so many trade unions...

[Translation]

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : You can speak on this 
issue during Half-an-Hour discussion.

[English]

We have a lready agreed fo r H a lf-an -H our 
discussion on this question. So, please do not mention 
it now.

Crisis in SAIL Units

*82. SHRI P.R. DASMUNSI : Will the Minister of 
STEEL be pleased to state :

(a) whether the Steel Authority of India Limited 
(SAIL) as a whole or any of its units are facing threat 
or crisis as a result of high competition and economic 
liberalisation;

(b) if so, the details thereof, unit-wise; and
r

(c) the remedial measures proposed to be taken by 
the Government to overcome the problem?

THE MINISTER OF STEEL AND MINISTER OF 
MINES (SHRI BIRENDRA PRASAD BAISHYA) : (a) No,
Sir.

(b) and (c) Do not arise in view of (a) above.

There is no threat or crisis in the Steel Authority of 
India.

SHRI P.R. DASMUNSI : I am surprised to see how 
this very new and dynamic Minister is provoked to be 
misled by his officers to suppress the truth before the 
nation. I do not mind it because it is his job to give 
reply. The time has come when the entire nation will 
judge whether this reply is correct or incorrect. I do not 
like to embarrass the officials of the SAIL with respect 
to what they deposed before various fora of Parliament, 
but I would like to remind him only one thing.

The Nitish Sengupta Committee which was set up 
to examine and go into the entire details...

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Munshiji, question please.

SHRI P.R. DASMUNSI : I am coming to the question,
Sir.

[Translation]

He has denied it flatly. But I would like to say that 
we have to bring out truth if he does not accept it.

[English]

I quote the N itish  Sengupta  C om m ittee ’s 
observation :

“In a free trade regime with import duties 
falling everywhere, Indian steel plants are in 
danger of being overw he lm ed in the 
domestic market by the global majority and 
cannot also gain easy access to other 
markets unless their ware is the best priced 
and also carries the tag of good, not just 
passable quality'’.

I would like to know from the hon. Minister where 
it is a fact that the falling import duty of steel day in day 
out provided India as a dumping ground and that 
dumping ground in India is being allowed in the interest 
of foreign countries at the cost of our own domestic 
production. Why I am saying this is because the same 
Minister replied in the other House to Shrimati Jayanthi 
Natarajan that Indian steel plants are having the 
capacity to meet the domestic requirements fully and 
there is no question of any crisis in the plants. If the 
domestic requirement can be met fully and at the same 
time at a lesser price the dumping of the imported steel 
goes on with the falling of the importod steel, how will 
you justify the viability of the steel plants in India in 
future?


